
, �t  and , �t

The hypothetical reader asked:

Some times I see ,�t written as ,�t.  What is the difference?

The Old Torah Reader replied:

I’m going to take the liberty of expanding your question to add another question

whose answer essentially involves the same explanation that the answer to yours

does.  The new question is: Why do we sometimes see k�F with a . �n �e i �y �e  and

sometimes k«F with a o�k«uj?

A quick and simple but perhaps not completely satisfying answer is that when the

,t or kF  is followed with the hyphen-like ; �E �n that connects it to the next word, the

form is , �t and k�F respectively.  Otherwise, they are , �t and k«F.  Examples can be

seen in ,In �J 29-22:
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A more satisfying answer would explain why the difference occurs.  After giving

this better answer, I will be able to present a rule that makes it easier for someone

to remember which version of ,t or kF  the word takes when preparing a Torah

reading. But first, we must take a side trip to an issue which is necessary for the

explanation.

Most Hebrew vowels can be seen as belonging to pairs consisting of one strong

vowel and one weak vowel.  For example, the v �rh �m is the strong vowel of its set

and the k�d �x is its weak vowel, and the o�k«uj is the strong vowel of its set and the

. �n �e i �y �e  is its weak vowel.  Now, although a word may use a strong vowel when it

is relatively independent and not closely tied to the next word,  it is common for a

word to switch to its weak-vowel counterpart when its vocalization runs into the

following word without a pause as happens with ,t and kF followed by the ; �E �n.



This resembles what happens in English when you run the words, “come on,”

together to get, “c’mon.”

There is a rule about when a ; �E �n occurs.  This rule - with one exceptional case1 - is

that the word preceding the  ; �E �n must not have a o �g �y, i.e., trope mark, on it.2  To

illustrate this rule I will reprint the examples I gave above with with the trope

marks restored:
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The one exceptional case is when a t n �s �e is on the first word and a i y e ; �ez is on

the second word.  In that case, a ; �E �n always comes between them.  Some examples

are:

t r �e 
H �u 8-31      oh·�t�K�N�v k1�x�C r6
J$t o
j º
K�v�, /
t�u  and

,In �«a 35-26   v·�n�f�j�C v�b6�,«t i8�C�k t7�G�b r /
J$t oh º�J�B�v�k /�f�u 

So, putting all these rules together, we come up with this handy aid for

remembering whether the word is ,�t or ,�t or is k�F or k«F  when one practices for

Torah-reading without the marks: If the word is sung with a trope, it is ,�t or k«F,

otherwise it is ,�t or k F as the word may be, with the exception of the exceptional

case.

1. And another odd exception in ,h 
a«t �r �C 8-18.

2. A d �, �n, however, can fall on the word before the ; �E 
n.


